The DSV Technology for the Deeper Observation of Small Objects
Welcome to the DSV Quiet Preparation Space, a dedicated area for self-organisation and for settling the
mind prior to entering the DSV Chamber (the room down the corridor).

D S V Technology - INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Introduction
The DSV is a kind of magnification technology for the enhanced observation of small objects. The system
employs synaesthetic and subtle-energetic principles in the organisation of audio-visual energy-patterns that
are designed to direct the sensorial-mind toward a particular state. One that is particularly receptive to the
information patterns in macro objects small enough to fit in the palm of the hand, for example a nail-file, a
lipstick or a cigarette lighter.

The DSV incorporates an ultra-specific protocol. A serious commitment to this protocol is necessary for a
successful application of the technology. Interested participants may, therefore wish to take the time, here in
the quiet-preparation-space, to thoroughly assimilate the details of the following instructions before engaging
its use:
Please turn off all mobile telephones at this point.
Users of the D S V Technology each bring their own small objects for observation into the DSV Chamber.
(maximum 1 object per person)
Objects small enough to fit in the palm of the hand may be brought into the DSV Chamber for observation.
These might include for example a bank-card, spectacles or a key-fob.
Only 5 people at most enter the DSV1 Chamber at any one time.
Use of the DSV1 is precisely every hour, on the hour. Duration of use = 20mins (including 7 mins
observation time). Particpants self-organise using the sign-up sheets on the table here in the quiet-preparation
space.
The 5 self-orgainised participants leave the quite-preparation-space exactly on the hour to enter the DSV1
Chamber. This should take one minute, therefore time of arrival in the DSV Chamber should be 1minute past
the hour, whereapon the machine will activate
IMPORTANT - Complete silence is required by each participant from the point of departure here and
through to the completion of the process.Once inside the DSV Chamber, participants seat themselves around the Circle-Platten whereapon they are
voice-guided through each stage of the process.
Participants keep their hands outside of the Circle Platten until voice-guide indicates the time to place
objects into the Circle for a 7 minute period of observation.
When deep-observation is complete the machine will sound the chime indicating that the session has ended,
whereapon participants should take a few minutes to mentally transition out of their obsrvation-state, after
which, each collects their object and slowly exit the chamber.

